Excitement and drama of NCAA begins soon

By Bill Fischer

The college basketball season — which starts Saturday in Springfield, Massachussetts, the birthplace of basketball — is just a week away. The excitement will be at a high level in the first week of the NCAA season.

Around the rim

As winter sports come to an end, many of the nation's best basketball players are beginning to focus on the upcoming NCAA season. The NCAA season is filled with excitement and drama, as teams vie for a chance to win the national championship.

The NCAA season begins with the selection of the NCAA tournament field, which includes 68 teams. The teams are divided into four regions, with each region consisting of 4 teams. The tournament starts with the first round, followed by the second round, Sweet 16, and Elite 8. The national championship game is held in late April.

The NCAA tournament is a single-elimination tournament, with the winner taking home the championship trophy. The tournament is broadcasted on various networks, including ESPN, TNT, and TBS.

The NCAA tournament is one of the most exciting events in sports, as teams compete for a chance to win the national championship. The NCAA tournament is also a great way to support college basketball, as teams and schools compete for a chance to win the title.
Speaking up for the disabled

Judge overturns draft laws, says free speech violated

By Deborah Belgum

The U.S. District Court Judge Robert Hatter today overturned a government order that required draft registration for men between 18 and 26 years old. The judge ruled that the government had violated the constitutional right to free speech by requiring all men to register for the draft. The government had argued that the registration was necessary to maintain national security, but the judge said that the government had failed to prove that the registration was necessary for that purpose.

Midnight madness

If you're planning an early morning shout out during the academic year, you should know that the director of the Student Union has announced that the Student Union will be open from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. Monday through Friday. The Student Union will also be open on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Student Union is located on the first floor of the Student Center.

Picture perfect

Albany's newest magazine is coming to your doorstep. "Hum" is a fun, racks and creative magazine for college students. The first issue features articles on campus life, fashion, music, and culture. The magazine is available for purchase at the Student Union for $5.00.

Audit indicates SUNY may have lost millions

The State Comptroller's office has released a report that indicates that SUNY may have lost millions of dollars over the last 30 years. The audit found that SUNY has been lax in its management of financial affairs and has not been able to account for all of its expenditures.

Critical rabbi invites Kahane back to Albany

The Synagogue said that the Synagogue has invited Kahane to speak on campus next month. Kahane is a controversial figure who has been involved in multiple conflicts with local authorities. The Synagogue said that this is the first time that Kahane has been invited to speak on campus.

New athletic director hired for next semester

The University has announced that a new athletic director will be hired for the next semester. The new athletic director will be responsible for overseeing all athletic programs at the University.

Correction

In a story entitled "Refugee Rights Have Not Been Respected," it was reported that the Refugee Rights Association had filed a lawsuit against the government. It was later discovered that the lawsuit was filed by a different organization, the Human Rights Association. The Refugee Rights Association has not filed any lawsuits.

Shuttle forced down on tarmac

A student was forced to land a shuttle on the tarmac after it ran out of fuel. The student had planned to take the shuttle to a nearby airport, but the fuel gauge had malfunctioned. The student was praised for his quick thinking and ability to handle the situation.
Defence committee supports jailed slasher

By Joel Brenner

Community Service Programs for the State University of New York have established a new position of Assistant Professor of Public Policy Analysis, said Dr. Mary Rice, President of the University. The position is funded by the New York State Department of Social Services, said Rice.

The committee is pleased with the new position, said Rice, but has some reservations. "The position is a new one, and we are not sure how it will work," she said. "We are working closely with the new professor to make sure that the position is effective."
Free Delivery To The Five Quads
$4.50
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ANY 2 ITEM 12 CUT SICILIAN
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Sunday, November 21, 11:30 A.M.

Two 1st and 2nd prizes for men and women
$1 entry-fee, sign up in intramural office by November 19

Naked and extend the self-exploration of this theme is "one gay man's view of homosexuality to me is a very complex thing. There are many more gay men than there are lesbians."

"Homosexuality is a very complex thing. Those who are known as gay men and women are often stereotyped and reduced to a single label. But there are many different experiences within the gay community."

The nuclear accelerator is used for teaching and research purposes. "The machine runs with three interlocks and is regularly checked for safety."

According to Dr. Bakhru, "we will shut down."
The Bakkhai Comes Alive

Euripides' play is electric and moving

The SUNYA Theatre Department's production of Euripides' "The Bacchae" is a visually and audibly excellent performance, conveying Agave's madness and despair effectively. The actors onstage do not portray their parts as separate elements, but rather as a cohesive whole, creating a strong sense of ensemble. The actors' performances are excellent, each actor bringing their own unique interpretation to the character they portray. The costumes designed by guest costume designer are multi-level and colorful, effectively setting the scene for the play. The actors' movements are fluid and natural, immersing the audience into the world of the play. The lighting design is also excellent, creating a sense of atmosphere and mood. Overall, the SUNYA Theatre Department's production of Euripides' "The Bacchae" is a masterful production that brings the ancient Greek drama to life in a modern and engaging way.

The T-Birds Are Driven

R." noted that the T-Birds Are Driven section was well-written and informative. The T-Birds Are Driven section is an excellent example of how to write a news article. The author did an excellent job of researching the story and presenting it in a clear and concise manner. The T-Birds Are Driven section is also well-structured, with a clear introduction, body, and conclusion. The author did an excellent job of incorporating quotes from experts and witnesses, which added depth and credibility to the story. Overall, the T-Birds Are Driven section is a great example of how to write a news article.
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HAIL DIONYSOS!

HIS SPIRIT FILLS THE BIG STAGE!
OPENING TONIGHT
AN INTOXICATING SPECTACLE!

DIVINITY OR DEMON?

University Theater presents THE BAKKHAI by Euripides
Translated by Robert Bagg - Directed by Luiz Vasconcellos
Tuesday through Saturday, November 16 - 20 at 8 PM
The Main Theater, Performing Arts Center, The University at Albany
Tickets: $5 - General Admission, $3.50 - Senior Citizen/Student
$3 - SUNYA Tax Card /Groups of 9 or more
Reservations: 457-8606

Grapplers tune up in Syracuse before season

The Albany State wrestling team tuned up one final last weekend at the prestigious Syracuse Open. The Danes coaches were particularly pleased with the performances turned in by Hanser, school champion Andy Schwab and outstanding wrestler, Lester Ware, who decisioned Curt Wedholm of Springfield 7-6 in the finals. Ware had entered the Open tournament and advanced to the finals with a pin, decision to Mills earlier in the tournament. Spagnoli led the way in the Danes wrestling in the heavyweight class by Harvard's John McNerney. McNerney is Harward's defending champion. Lester Ware, who decisioned Curt Wedholm of Springfield 7-6 in the finals also decided to Mills. He had lost to former New York State high school wrestler John Cosgrove, who won second place in this weight class by Harvard's Mike Hills. He had lost to Harvard's John McNerney in the finals, 11-2. Mills is a past Eastern Conference champion and was a ranked Division I 126-pound weight class wrestler. No team scores were added for the Danes who made the trip last weekend. The Syracuse Open is for individual wrestlers. Scenes for performances varied with some scenes set in the theater, some set in the Coliseum. The performances included a pantomime, a mime and a magic show. The University at Albany, Performing Arts Center, The Main Theater, Performing Arts Center, The University at Albany Tuesday through Saturday, November 16 - 20 at 8 PM University Theater presents THE BAKKHAI by Euripides

$3 - SUNYA Tax Card /Groups of 9 or more
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The Albany State wrestling team tuned up one final last weekend at the prestigious Syracuse Open. The Danes coaches were particularly pleased with the performances turned in by Hanser, school champion Andy Schwab and outstanding wrestler, Lester Ware, who decisioned Curt Wedholm of Springfield 7-6 in the finals. Ware had entered the Open tournament and advanced to the finals with a pin, decision to Mills earlier in the tournament. Spagnoli led the way in the Danes wrestling in the heavyweight class by Harvard's John McNerney. McNerney is Harward's defending champion. Lester Ware, who decisioned Curt Wedholm of Springfield 7-6 in the finals also decided to Mills. He had lost to former New York State high school wrestler John Cosgrove, who won second place in this weight class by Harvard's Mike Hills. He had lost to Harvard's John McNerney in the finals, 11-2. Mills is a past Eastern Conference champion and was a ranked Division I 126-pound weight class wrestler. No team scores were added for the Danes who made the trip last weekend. The Syracuse Open is for individual wrestlers. Scenes for performances varied with some scenes set in the theater, some set in the Coliseum. The performances included a pantomime, a mime and a magic show.
Korean boxer fights for his life

Listen to 91 FM's Great Dane Basketball Preview Show Thursday evening at 7 PM with hosts Phil Pivnick and Howard Studrer

By Betty Gaffney

Members of the international boxing community were shocked to learn that AMIA floor hockey starts experimental season

With the new equipment being used, a new set of rules has been adopted. When the season began on November 24th, it was not with much enthusiasm, as the opponents were unfamiliar with the new equipment. However, as the season progressed, the game became more competitive and exciting.

Riders Wanted

To New York City

By Ken Courter

Shapiro qualifies for Nationals

Lea Page (AP photo) weight 155 lbs. Shapiro weighed in at 155 lbs in a match of the first official match in the AMIA floor hockey program. Shapiro, who hails from New York City, was one of the top three performers in the tournament, and his performance helped his team qualify for the Nationals. Shapiro's coach, Bruce Shapiro, commended him for his exceptional performance.

The Carrier of the 80's

By Mark Gambrich
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Lea Page (AP photo) weight 155 lbs. Shapiro weighed in at 155 lbs in a match of the first official match in the AMIA floor hockey program. Shapiro, who hails from New York City, was one of the top three performers in the tournament, and his performance helped his team qualify for the Nationals. Shapiro's coach, Bruce Shapiro, commended him for his exceptional performance.
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Lea Page (AP photo) weight 155 lbs. Shapiro weighed in at 155 lbs in a match of the first official match in the AMIA floor hockey program. Shapiro, who hails from New York City, was one of the top three performers in the tournament, and his performance helped his team qualify for the Nationals. Shapiro's coach, Bruce Shapiro, commended him for his exceptional performance.
Danes destroy Marist College 48-0

By Mike Vargo

The 14th ranked Danes scored 21 points in the second quarter, but the Marist College Red Foxes held them scoreless in the second half. The Danes won the opening game of the season 48-0. "Our offense looks like we're going to be pretty good," said Coach Bill Cavanaugh, who is in his fourth year at the helm of the Danes. "Our defense looks like we're going to be pretty good."}

Spikers fall short in quest for state title

By Mark Bernstein

The 14th ranked Danes are looking to capture the NCAA Division I Women's Volleyball title. "We're a good team," said Coach Mark Bernstein, who is in his ninth year at the helm of the Danes. "We're a good team."}

Financial pinch over as government funds arrive

By Anthony Silber

The Danes have received a financial boost from the government. "We're very happy," said Coach Mark Bernstein, who is in his ninth year at the helm of the Danes. "We're very happy."}

Soviet dissidents relate fear, hardship

The Soviet government has arrested and imprisoned several dissidents in recent weeks. "We're very scared," said Leonid Brezhnev, who is the current leader of the Soviet Union. "We're very scared."